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ABSTRACT

The frequency of stratospheric sudden warming events (SSWs) is an important characteristic of the coupled stratosphere–troposphere system. However, many modern climate models are unable to reproduce the observed SSW frequency. A previous study suggested that one of the reasons could be the momentum damping at the surface. The goal of the present study is to understand what determines the climatological SSW frequency and how the surface damping comes into play. To this end, we conduct a parameter sweep with an idealized model, using a wide range of values for the surface damping. It is found that the SSW frequency is a strong and nonlinear function of the surface damping. Various tropospheric and stratospheric factors are identified to link the surface damping to the SSW frequency. The factors include the magnitude of the surface winds, the meridional and vertical wind shear, the synoptic eddy activity in the troposphere, the transient wave activity flux at the lower stratosphere, and the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex. Mathematical–statistical modeling, informed by the parameter sweep, is used to quantify how the different factors relate to each other. This successfully reproduces the complex variations of the SSW frequency with the surface damping seen in the parameter sweep. The results may help in explaining some of the difficulties that climate models have in simulating the observed SSW frequency.

1. Introduction

Stratospheric sudden warming events (SSWs) are the most dramatic large-scale circulation events to occur in the winter Arctic stratosphere and are classical examples of strong wave–mean flow interaction (McIntyre 1982). There is some debate on the relative influences of tropospheric and stratospheric conditions for the development of individual SSWs (e.g., Sun et al. 2012; Jucker 2016; de la Cámara 2017), but it is generally accepted that strong pulses of upward propagating planetary wave activity (Matsuno 1971; Charlton et al. 2007; Coy et al. 2009; Limpasuvan et al. 2004; Polvani and Waugh 2004) combined with a relatively weak stratospheric polar vortex (Horan and Reichler 2017; Limpasuvan et al. 2004; Scott and Polvani 2006) provide favorable conditions for the occurrence of SSWs.

SSW events are rare and happen on average in only two out of every three years. SSW events are also extreme and are important for the mean and variability of stratospheric climate and for the dynamical coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere (Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001). How often SSW events occur in a
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climatological sense is therefore an essential characteristic of the extratropical stratosphere–troposphere system. Given this importance it is surprising that the factors that determine the climatological SSW frequency are not very well understood. Perhaps even more surprising is that the SSW frequency simulated by climate models varies widely and that the reasons behind such variations are also largely unclear. For example, Charlton et al. (2007) found variations between 10% and 79% in six climate models, SPARC (2010) reported variations between 20% and 100% in 14 chemistry–climate models, and Charlton-Perez et al. (2013) found frequencies between 0% and 80% in a large number of CMIP5 models.

Nevertheless, previous studies provide some clues about what influences the SSW frequency in models. For example, Charlton-Perez et al. (2013) demonstrated that a sufficient vertical resolution and a reasonable stratospheric circulation are important requirements: models with a relatively low model lid (below 1 hPa) tend to severely underestimate the SSW frequency. Along similar lines, Lee and Black (2015) showed that the variability of both the stratospheric planetary wave activity and the polar vortex strength is underestimated in the CMIP5 low-top models. Shaw and Perlwitz (2010)
noted that the low-top version of the Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model underestimates extreme heat flux events and SSWs, and that this is due to excessive damping near the model lid. But vertical resolution alone is not sufficient, as the SSW frequencies in stratosphere-resolving models also show large spread (SPARC 2010; Charlton et al. 2007). Charlton et al. (2007) found that in models with too few warmings the mean and variability of the meridional heat flux in the lower stratosphere are too low, suggesting that not enough tropospheric Rossby wave activity could be a reason. They also suggested that the climatological strength of the polar vortex is important, as models with a too strong vortex tended to have too few SSWs. Charlton et al. (2007) also hinted that the simulated structure of the climatological stratospheric winds is important, because the winds determine the refractive properties for the resolved waves.

Another class of dynamical models, so-called idealized dry-dynamical core models ( Held and Suarez 1994), have also been popular tools for the investigation of SSWs. Simulations with such models found that the height and structure of the surface topography is important, with larger topographic amplitudes and a wavenumber-2 structure leading in general to a weaker and more variable stratospheric vortex and hence more SSWs than a small-amplitude wavenumber-1 topography ( Taguchi et al. 2001; Gerber and Polvani 2009; Jucker et al. 2014; Sheshadri et al. 2015; Martineau et al. 2018). On the other hand, Lindgren et al. (2018) demonstrated that with appropriate choices of tropospheric heating perturbations, this kind of simple model can also produce a reasonable number of SSWs without the use of topographic forcing. As with complex models, the climatological strength of the polar vortex also influences the SSW frequency in idealized models. For example, Gerber and Polvani (2009) found that a very weak vortex reduces the variability of the vortex and the number of SSWs. On the other hand, if the vortex is very strong, it is increasingly difficult for the zonal-mean zonal wind to reverse, decreasing the number of SSWs despite an increase in vortex variability ( Jucker et al. 2014; Gerber and Polvani 2009). The inclusion of a seasonal cycle ( Sheshadri et al. 2015) and the spatial structure of the damping time scale ( Jucker et al. 2014; Hitchcock and Shepherd 2013) also influence SSWs. Martineau et al. (2018) pointed out the important role of the lower-stratospheric basic state in controlling the strength and variability of the stratospheric polar vortex. In their study, a colder lower stratosphere favored a stronger vortex and an enhanced upward propagation of wave activity with a broader distribution, leading to larger stratospheric variability and more SSWs. Similar to Gerber and Polvani (2009), it was argued that the lower stratosphere is important because the winds and potential vorticity gradients are weak in this region, potentially limiting the strength of upward propagating bursts of wave activity into the vortex region.

The magnitude of the momentum damping at the surface and the lower troposphere (hereafter simply called surface drag) is another interesting factor for the SSW frequency. For example, Richter et al. (2010) found that the inclusion of additional drag in their WACCM 3.5 model led to dramatic improvements (from 10% to 40%) in the SSW frequency. The extra drag led to a decrease in surface winds by up to −2 m s−1 and reduction in the generation of orographic gravity waves, strengthening the westerlies in the lower stratosphere. The wind change modified the refraction of upward propagating planetary waves and increased the amount of wave activity directed into the polar vortex. In idealized models, where gravity wave drag is only crudely parameterized in a sponge layer at the model top, other influences from the surface drag are thinkable. For example, changes in drag modify the strength and latitudinal position ( Chen et al. 2007) of the tropospheric westerlies and possibly the interaction of the westerlies with the topography. Moreover, zonal asymmetries in drag, if included in a model to simulate the different surface characteristics of land and ocean, may have similar effects on the westerlies. The shifts in the winds associated with the drag changes may impact the amplitude and position of the stationary waves and the tropospheric wave activity, the wave driving of the stratosphere, and therefore the frequency of SSWs.

The goal of the present paper is to further explore the above ideas about the possible role of the surface drag for the frequency of SSWs in an idealized model setting. In doing so, we hope to not only provide new insight into the regulators for the climatological SSW frequency but also contribute to a deeper understanding for the dynamics of the coupled stratosphere–troposphere system in general. The present study is motivated by a recent paper of us ( Wu and Reichler 2018, hereafter WR18), in which we employed an idealized model with realistic topography and zonally asymmetric equilibrium temperatures to probe the sensitivity of the stratospheric circulation to variations in surface drag. We found an interesting sensitivity of the simulated frequency of SSWs to the magnitude of the prescribed momentum damping at the model’s lower boundary, which we want to better understand. Consequently, we use in the present study the same model to conduct a parameter sweep in which we vary the magnitude of the surface drag over a wide range of values. We use the experiments to explore the relationship between drag and SSW frequency, and as we
will show in this paper, we find that the frequency is related to the strength of the surface drag in very nonlinear ways. We use the results to construct a simple dynamical framework that explains this relationship.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the model setup, the numerical experiments, and our diagnostic methods. In section 3, we explore the sensitivity of the stratospheric and tropospheric circulations to the surface momentum damping, with an emphasis on understanding the impacts on the SSW frequency. We formulate a simple mathematical-statistical model that explains and quantifies the nonlinear relationship between drag and SSW frequency. Based on surface drag alone, the model describes the variations of several dynamical quantities that are key to explain the SSW frequency. Finally, section 4 provides our conclusions and a discussion.

2. Numerical experiments and methods

a. Model setup and experimental design

We use the spectral dynamical core of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) (Held and Suarez 1994) with a horizontal resolution of T42 and 40 vertical $\sigma$ levels between the surface and 0.01 hPa. The model nudges temperatures toward a prescribed equilibrium temperature $T_{eq}$ by Newtonian relaxation to mimic diabatic heating in the form of $(\partial T/\partial t) = -(T - T_{eq})/\tau$, where $T$ is temperature and $\tau$ is a prescribed relaxation time scale. The $T_{eq}$ fields are determined individually for each month of the year and then linearly interpolated to daily values. As explained below, each of our experiments uses a different $T_{eq}$ field. The relaxation time scale $\tau$ is kept the same for all experiments and is taken from the analytical expression of Jucker et al. (2014), given in their appendix. The expression mimics observationally derived values. Note that $\tau$ is zonally symmetric and latitude and pressure dependent, decaying in height over the high latitudes from 40 days in the troposphere to 5 days in the upper stratosphere. The model uses Rayleigh friction to simulate momentum damping in the planetary boundary layer. This can be written as $\partial u/\partial t = -k_u(\sigma)v$, where $v$ is the wind, $\sigma$ is the model’s vertical sigma level $p/p_n$, and $k_u$ is the prescribed momentum damping rate; $k_u$ decreases linearly with height, from a specified value at the surface ($\sigma = 1$, denoted as the surface drag, or $D_S$) to a value of zero at $\sigma = 0.7$. Linear drag is also applied in a sponge layer at the model top (above 0.15 hPa) to approximate the drag from the breaking of unresolved gravity waves.

Most previous studies used a highly idealized (or no) topography and zonally symmetric $T_{eq}$ to run this type of model. In contrast, in our model we employ realistic Earth-like topography and introduce zonal asymmetries into $T_{eq}$ following a procedure proposed by Chang (2006). The procedure minimizes the climatological temperature difference between the MERRA-2 reanalysis (Bosilovich et al. 2016) and the model by iteratively adjusting $T_{eq}$. Starting from some $T_{eq}$ (Jucker et al. 2014), we use the climatological temperature difference between the model and the reanalysis to correct $T_{eq}$ and start a new iteration. This way, the model’s four-dimensional (longitude $\times$ latitude $\times$ height $\times$ month) temperature climatology converges toward the reanalysis. As discussed in WR18, an important outcome is that the model’s effective diabatic heating rate $Q = (T_{eq} - T)/\tau$ resembles that of the reanalysis and that the spectrum of the planetary waves generated by the model is more realistic compared to earlier approaches. More details about the iterative procedure are given in WR18.

We use the WR18 model to perform a parameter sweep of surface drag $D_S$. The sweep consists of 20 experiments differing only in the value of $D_S$ and its associated $T_{eq}$, with $\tau$ kept constant. As shown in Fig. 1a, $D_S$ ranges between 0 and 5.6 day$^{-1}$. We note that some of the $D_S$ values are unrealistically small or large, but we intentionally chose this wide range to be better able to test our ideas. We also note that Held and Suarez (1994) originally proposed $D_S = 1.0$ day$^{-1}$.

Eleven of the 20 experiments are taken from our WR18 study. In addition, we conduct nine extra experiments; $T_{eq}$ for each experiment is individually and iteratively determined so that all experiments produce a nearly identical reanalysis-like temperature climatology. In determining $T_{eq}$, we conduct 31 iterations for most experiments. Each iteration is run for 60 years, except for the last one, which is run for 501 years to facilitate an improved statistical analysis. After the final iteration, the root-mean-square (RMS) error between each experiment’s three-dimensional temperature climatology $T$ and the MERRA-2 climatology $T_C$ is $\sim 1.2$ K. Further reductions are difficult to achieve because of the smallness of the surface drag for experiments with $D_S < 0.6$ day$^{-1}$, resulting in quite unrealistic winds and larger temperature errors.

b. Diagnostics

Our analysis is carried out for January–March (JFM) means because this is when most SSWs happen (Horan and Reichler 2017). We calculate Northern Hemisphere (NH) area means by taking longitudinal averages and latitude-weighted averages from 20° to 90°N, unless specified otherwise. In defining SSWs, we apply the “WMO” criterion (McInturff 1978; Charlton and Polvani 2007), which is based on a reversal of the
zonal-mean zonal wind at 10 hPa and 60°N ($U_{60}^{10}$). Two wind reversals are treated as distinct SSWs if they are apart by at least 20 days.

The synoptic variability (SVAR) of sea level pressure (SLP) over the northern extratropics is computed using the variance of a 24-h difference filter (Chang et al. 2012):

$$\text{SVAR} = \overline{[\text{SLP}(t + 24) - \text{SLP}(t)]^2},$$

where the overbar represents time averaging over JFM. SVAR is first computed at each grid point, and then area averaged over all longitudes and from 30° to 70°N.

Following Hoskins and Valdes (1990), the maximum Eady growth rate, which is a measure of the baroclinic instability, is defined as

$$\sigma_{BI} = 0.31 \left| \frac{f}{N} \left( \frac{du}{dz} \right) \right|,$$

where $f$ is the Coriolis parameter and $N$ is the buoyancy frequency. Using monthly data, $\sigma_{BI}$ is computed at the latitude of the maximum zonal-mean zonal wind at 850 hPa, using differences in zonal-mean zonal wind (for $du/dz$) and temperature (for $N$) at 850 and 250 hPa.

The meridional heat flux is calculated from daily $[\nu' T']$, where primes denote deviations from the zonal mean and the brackets zonal averaging. The total heat flux is based on actual daily $\nu$ and $T$, and the stationary component is based on daily climatological $\nu$ and $T$. Climatological values are derived by averaging the daily data over JFM and (total only) all 500 years. The climatological transient component is the difference between the total heat flux and its stationary component.

We use the total climatological heat flux at 100 hPa (HF$_{100}$) for the strength of the stratospheric wave driving, the maximum zonal-mean zonal wind at 10 hPa ($U_{10}$) for the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex, the zonal-mean zonal wind at the lowest model level (925 hPa) and the same latitude as $U_{10}$ for the near-surface wind $U_S$, and SVAR from (1) for the synoptic variability at the surface. We also tested an alternative definition for $U_{10}$, which is based solely on winters without SSWs. We did so to reduce influences of the

![Fig. 1](image-url). (a) SSW frequency vs surface drag, (b) ratio between variability ($\sigma_U$) and strength of zonal-mean zonal wind at 10 hPa and 60°N ($U_{60}^{10}$) vs surface drag, (c) $\sigma_U$ vs $U_{60}^{10}$, and (d) $\sigma_U$ vs total heat fluxes at 100 hPa (HF$_{100}$). Colored markers are actual outcomes from the experiments, and the black line in (a) is estimated SSW frequency ($f_{SSW}$) from the regression model using HF$_{100}$ and zonal-mean zonal wind at 10 hPa ($U_{10}$) as predictors ($f_{SSW} = 20.3 \text{HF}_{100} - 5.2 U_{10} - 1.3$, $R^2 = 0.9$).
SSW frequency, which we try to explain in this study, on the climatological vortex strength, which is one of our predictors for the SSW frequency. However, as we discuss later, using the alternative definition does not change our results. Since using all years is a simpler and cleaner way to create a climatology, we kept our original $U_{10}$ definition.

Finally, we use regression analysis and other mathematical models to explain variations in the occurrence frequency of SSWs ($f_{\text{SSW}}$) in terms of more fundamental dynamical quantities. The regressions reported in this study are all statistically significant at the 95% limit.

3. Results

Figure 1a shows how in our experiments the SSW frequency varies as a function of the surface drag. The relationship is nonlinear and nonmonotonic, with a maximum frequency at a drag of $\sim 1$ day$^{-1}$. The maximum motivates us to separate the experiments into a “large drag” group (reddish markers) with surface drag greater than $1$ day$^{-1}$ and a “small drag” group (blueish markers) with surface drag of less than $1$ day$^{-1}$. We note that other separation criteria (e.g., low and high $f_{\text{SSW}}$) could have been used, but as we will show later, our approach is meaningful as the small drag and large drag group show different dynamical behaviors. In what follows, we hope to better understand the interesting behavior of the SSW frequency with changing surface drag. We do so by using the outcomes from our experiments to derive empirical relationships between the quantities of interest and combining them with existing theoretical understanding.

a. Frequency of SSWs

As discussed in the introduction, the frequency of SSWs can be explained from the competing effects of variability and mean strength of the stratospheric polar vortex. For example, SSWs are more likely if the vortex is weaker (with all else being unchanged), since the detection of SSWs is based on the zonal-mean zonal wind to cross the absolute threshold of $0$ m s$^{-1}$. SSWs are also more likely if the variability of the polar vortex is higher, making it again more likely for the winds to cross the SSW threshold. In fact, Horan and Reichler (2017) demonstrated that a model’s SSW frequency can be fairly well diagnosed from just knowing the strength and variability of the vortex. In other words, the ratio between variability and strength is roughly proportional to the SSW frequency, which can be seen by comparing this ratio (Fig. 1b) with the SSW frequency (Fig. 1a).

Martineau et al. (2018) suggested that the strength and variability of the vortex are related to each other, and that a weak lower stratospheric vortex tends to be associated with reduced vortex variability. For example, weak lower stratospheric winds may promote the formation of a critical layer and reduce the upward propagation of wave activity. We therefore investigate the relationship between the strength of the zonal-mean zonal wind at $60^\circ$N at various stratospheric levels and the daily standard deviation of the wind at $60^\circ$N and 10 hPa ($\sigma_U$). Figure 1c shows the outcome for using the wind strength at 10 hPa and $60^\circ$N ($U_{10}^{60}$). For the large drag experiments (reddish markers), $\sigma_U$ increases systematically while $U_{10}^{60}$ remains almost unchanged, whereas for the small drag experiments (blueish markers), $\sigma_U$ remains almost constant while $U_{10}^{60}$ increases strongly. Hence, there is no simple linear relationship between variability and strength, and besides vortex strength there must be additional influences affecting vortex variability. We also tested the wind strength at other levels (100, 50, and 30 hPa) and found very similar relationships with $\sigma_U$ (not shown). This is in contrast to Martineau et al. (2018) and is probably related to different stratospheric temperature structures between the two studies.

Horan and Reichler (2017), Martineau et al. (2018), and Shaw et al. (2014) showed that the variability of the polar vortex is also related to the upward fluxes of wave activity at 100 hPa (HF$_{100}$), the so-called stratospheric wave driving. In Fig. 1d, we present this relationship. For the large drag experiments (reddish markers), the two quantities are nearly linearly related to each other. On the other hand, for the small drag experiments (blueish markers), variability remains high despite a decrease in heat flux. Figures 1c and 1d combined suggest that the vortex variability is influenced by both vortex strength and stratospheric wave driving. For the large drag experiments, strength is constant, and variability increases because of the increase in wave driving. For the small drag experiments, variability is nearly constant because of the compensating effects of increasing strength (more variability) and decreasing wave driving (reduced variability).

We conclude that the decrease of the ratio (Fig. 1b) and of the SSW frequency with increasing drag for the large drag experiments (Fig. 1a) is associated with the heat flux reduction. For the small drag experiments, the decrease of the SSW frequency with declining drag is due to the combined effects of changing heat flux and $U_{10}$; this leads to an almost constant variability, but the increasing vortex strength reduces the ratio between variability and strength and thus the SSW frequency. We next use bilinear regression to model the SSW frequency using HF$_{100}$ and $U_{10}$ as predictors. The regression model takes the form
where \(a, b,\) and \(c\) are chosen to minimize the misfit between the model and the actual \(f_{SSW}\) values from the experiments. Our experiments are somewhat unevenly distributed in \(D_S\) space, with a concentration of experiments with rather small \(D_S\) values. Therefore, we consider here and in our subsequent analysis only a subset of 13 more evenly distributed experiments in determining regression parameters and calculating \(R^2\) values. As shown by the black curve in Fig. 1a, the regression model recreates the actual \(f_{SSW}\) (colored markers) quite well. Consistent with our expectation that increasing heat flux increases the SSW frequency and increasing vortex strength decreases the frequency, \(a > 0, b < 0,\) and \(c \sim 0\) (see the caption of Fig. 1).

### b. Stratospheric wave driving

Since the heat flux at 100 hPa is important for the SSW frequency, we next study the variations of the heat flux as a function of the surface drag. As shown in Fig. 2a, the variations in the total heat flux (HF\(_{100}\)) are largely due to the variations in the transient heat flux (THF\(_{100}\)), as the stationary heat flux across the experiments (not shown) is mostly constant at about 4 K m s\(^{-1}\). The transient heat flux is due to the activity of transient eddies, which are generated in the troposphere through baroclinic instability (Chang et al. 2002; Shepherd and McLandress 2011; Limpasuvan and Hartmann 2000). We use the synoptic variability SVAR, the day-to-day variance of sea level pressure, as a proxy for the transient eddy activity and find that, to first order, the total heat flux exhibits a positive relationship with SVAR (Fig. 2b). This relationship is almost linear within the two groups of experiments. However, the two groups are somewhat offset from each other, such that for similar SVAR the large drag experiments (reddish markers) lead to more HF\(_{100}\) than the small drag experiments (blueish markers).

The difference between the large and small drag experiments indicates that the heat flux is not only influenced by the transient eddy activity. Another influence may be related to variations in the strength of the polar vortex. For example, Perlwitz and Graf (2001) found observational evidence for increased reflection of...
planetary waves from the stratosphere back into the troposphere (and hence reduced heat fluxes at 100 hPa) when the polar vortex in the lower stratosphere was strong. This is consistent with the theorem of Charney and Drazin (1961) that downward reflection occurs when the wind exceeds a certain critical value. On the other hand, Perlwitz and Harnik (2003) suggested that negative vertical wind shear above the jet core is an important condition for downward reflection. Such negative wind shear would require weak upper stratospheric winds (Shaw and Perlwitz 2014).

To understand how wave reflection and vortex strength relate to each other in our experiments, we analyze the percentage of days with a negative daily heat flux as an indicator for the likelihood of wave reflection. Figure 2c demonstrates that for the small drag experiments (blueish markers), there exists a fairly linear negative relationship between vortex strength ($U_{10}$) and wave reflection. In additional analysis (not shown) we also find for the small drag experiments that a stronger climatological $U_{10}$ is associated with increased instances of daily negative wind shear in the upper stratosphere, in part confirming the ideas by Perlwitz and Harnik (2003). For the large drag experiments (reddish markers), however, Fig. 2c shows that the polar vortex is always weak (20–25 m s$^{-1}$) and the percentage of days with wave reflection is small (<10%). The particular split shape of the curve for HF$_{100}$ versus SVAR (Fig. 2b) can therefore be interpreted as follows: beginning with the large drag experiments (reddish markers), heat flux increases almost linearly with the synoptic variability, as wave reflection is small (Fig. 2c); as the surface drag decreases to about 1 day$^{-1}$ (light green marker), wave reflection becomes more important, leading to a leveling off of heat flux with increasing synoptic variability (Fig. 2b); finally, as surface drag decreases further (blueish markers), both increasing wave reflection and decreases in synoptic variability reduce the heat flux again.

In summary, we find that change in total heat flux is related to a bottom-up mechanism from the synoptic tropospheric variability and to a top-down mechanism from wave reflection due to changes in the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex. As before, we use linear regression

$$
\text{HF}_{100} = a\text{SVAR} + bU_{10} + c, \quad (4)
$$

to test our assumptions (Fig. 2d). We find that, as expected, $a$ is positive, and that $b$ is negative (see caption Fig. 2), suggesting that in the climatological mean of our experiments a stronger polar vortex is related to reduced stratospheric wave driving, perhaps because of the increased percentage of negative heat flux days (Fig. 2c).

### c. Polar vortex strength

The strength of the polar vortex, measured in terms of $U_{10}$, is another important factor for the SSW frequency. We now study how $U_{10}$ varies from experiment to experiment and try to understand what causes the variations. To this end, we decompose $U_{10}$ into a geostrophic component $U_G$ and an ageostrophic component $U_A$ at 10 hPa. The geostrophic component is given by the sum of the thermal wind $U_T$ and the geostrophic component of the near-surface wind $U_S$, so that

$$
U_{10} = U_T + U_S + U_A, \quad (5)
$$

where $U_S$ is the geostrophic component of the surface wind, and $U_A$ is simply the residual between $U_{10}$ and $U_G$. Note that $U_T$ is calculated from the thermal wind relationship using the climatological mean temperatures. Figure 3a presents the decomposition of $U_{10}$ for the different experiments. Both $U_S$ (green) and $U_{10}$ (black) vary in similar ways: they are about constant for larger drags and increase rapidly as the surface drag is reduced. The variations of $U_T$ (red) across the experiments are small because, by construction, all experiments have a very similar reanalysis-based temperature climatology. Both $U_A$ and its variations (blue) are also small, so that the variations of $U_{10}$ are dominated by $U_S$.

Upward propagating planetary waves and their breaking and dissipation also influence $U_{10}$. More specifically, HF$_{100}$ impacts stratospheric temperatures and thus $U_T$, and to the extent that the polar vortex does not achieve geostrophic balance, HF$_{100}$ also alters $U_A$. Since increasing HF$_{100}$ decreases both $U_T$ and $U_A$, we expect a negative relationship between HF$_{100}$ and the sum of $U_T$ and $U_A$. This is confirmed in Fig. 3b, but the negative relationship is weak ($r = -0.35$). Figure 3a shows that the variations of $U_T$ and $U_A$ largely oppose each other, such that the variations of $(U_T + U_A)$ are only a small residual. This helps explaining the noisy character of Fig. 3b. Further analysis (not shown) reveals that the relationship between $U_T (U_A)$ and HF$_{100}$ is negative for the small (large) drag experiments and about zero for the large (small) drag experiments. Combined, this explains the overall negative correlation shown in Fig. 3b.

In summary, based on Fig. 3, we argue that variations in the strength of the polar vortex are largely related to variations in the near-surface wind, and that variations in the stratospheric wave driving also play some role. We test this using linear regression in the form of

$$
\text{HF}_{100} = aU_{10} + bU_S + c, \quad (6)
$$

As shown in the caption of Fig. 3 and as anticipated, $a$ is negative and $b$ is positive: $a = -0.7$, so that the first term
contributes only little (~10%) to the overall variations of $U_{10}$ and $b = 1.2$ is around 1, as expected from (5). Also, $c = 27 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, which is close to the mean thermal wind $U_T$ shown in Fig. 3a. The outcome of the simple regression leads to an overall good fit ($R^2 = 0.96$), as shown by the black curve in Fig. 3c. Replacing in (6) $U_{SG}$ by $U_S$ leads to comparable outcomes since $U_{SG}$ and $U_S$ vary in similar ways. In what follows, we therefore simply replace $U_{SG}$ by $U_S$.

d. The influence of surface drag

The main goal of this study is to understand the influence of the surface drag $D_S$ on the frequency of SSWs (Fig. 1a). Since $f_{SSW}$, $HF_{100}$, and $U_{10}$ are all strongly related to SVAR and $U_S$, we investigate in a next step how SVAR and $U_S$ vary with $D_S$. We start with $U_S$ and find that it decreases approximately exponentially with $D_S$ (Fig. 4a). This motivates us to approximate $U_S$ by

$$U_S = ae^{-bD_S},$$

(7)

where the parameters $a$ and $b$ are empirically determined by minimizing the misfit. The black curve in Fig. 4a shows the outcome of (7), leading to a good fit with the actual $U_S$ from the experiments (colored markers).

The synoptic variability shows a more complicated relationship with the surface drag (Fig. 4b). SVAR maximizes at a $D_S$ value of $\sim 0.6 \text{ day}^{-1}$, and decreases from this maximum with either decreasing or increasing drag. The decrease with increasing drag is physically plausible since the drag suppresses the variability. Somewhat puzzling is the decrease of SVAR with decreasing surface drag. This behavior is similar to that of the SSW frequency (Fig. 1a) and the heat flux (Fig. 2a) with the surface drag, except that the peaks occur at different $D_S$ values. Understanding and describing the relationship between SVAR and $D_S$ is therefore important to resolving our problem. As we will explain in more detail below, we believe that the decrease of SVAR with decreasing surface drag is related to the so-called barotropic governor effect (James and Gray 1986; James 1987; Whitaker and Dole 1995), which describes the suppression of baroclinic instability with increasing meridional shear of the zonal flow.
We attempt to model mathematically the behavior of SVAR with changing surface drag. Remember, SVAR is the variance of daily sea level pressure, calculated at individual grid points, and then area averaged over the extratropics. The synoptic variability is closely related to the frequency and strength of extratropical storms. Theory by Eady (1949) describes how meridional temperature gradients and associated vertical wind shear work together with vertical stability in amplifying such storms in a process known as baroclinic instability. But the surface drag \( D_s \) also influences SVAR, as \( D_s \) slows the growth of the eddies. Thus, both baroclinic instability and momentum damping in the boundary layer are important for SVAR. We use the damped harmonic oscillator model

\[
\frac{d^2x}{dt^2} + f_d D_s \frac{dx}{dt} - \sigma_{BI}^2 x = 0
\]  

(8)
to combine these two influences into one model. Here, the displacement of unitless quantity \( x \) is analogous to a change in sea level pressure at some grid point; the scaling factor \( f_d = 0.3 \) takes into account of the decrease of the surface drag with height, so that its product with \( D_s \) creates a vertically representative drag. Note the minus sign in front of the third term, leading to exponentially growing solutions. According to (2), \( \sigma_{BI} \) is the maximum growth rate of eddies, empirically determined from our experiments.

The colored markers in Fig. 4c show the maximum Eady growth rate derived from our experiments based on (2) at the latitude of the maximum zonal wind at 850 hPa. For the large drag experiments (reddish markers), the growth rate fluctuates around 0.7 day\(^{-1}\). For the small drag experiments (blueish markers), however, the growth rate systematically decreases from larger to smaller drag. At the same time, Fig. 4c indicates that the meridional wind shear at 850 hPa, a measure for the barotropic governor effect, systematically increases from larger to smaller drag. This suggests that the...
The decrease of the growth rate with decreasing drag is related to the suppression of instability by the barotropic governor effect. Indeed, for small drag experiments there exists an almost linear relationship between growth rate and wind shear and thus the governor effect (not shown). As the wind shear shows an exponential relationship with the surface drag (not shown), we estimate the Eady growth rate by

$$\sigma_{BI} = c - ae^{-bD},$$

(9)

where the parameter $b$ is the same as in (7), as the wind shear scales linearly with $U_{SSH}$ and $U_{S}$; $a$ and $c$ are empirically determined. The black curve in Fig. 4c shows the outcome of our estimate for $\sigma_{BI}$ using (9). Later in this paper, we will employ both the empirical and estimated Eady growth rates to determine SVAR and the SSW frequency.

Figure 4b suggests that SVAR and thus the behavior of $x$ in (8) are determined by the joint effects of damping and instability, which have different contributions in our two groups of experiments: with increasing drag, the momentum damping term dominates the solution of $x$ and leads to a weakening of eddy activity and SVAR; with decreasing drag, the decrease in the Eady growth rate because of the barotropic governor effect becomes important in reducing the growth of baroclinic eddies.

We next try to quantify these ideas and use (8) to find an expression for the variations of SVAR with surface drag. In analogy to (1), we use

$$\overline{\text{SVAR}} \approx \Delta x^2 = (x_{t+1} - x_t)^2$$

(10)

to estimate SVAR for some arbitrary day $t$, where $\Delta x^2$ represents the squared difference in sea level pressure between two subsequent days. Since according to (8) $x$ increases with increasing $\sigma_{BI}$ or decreasing $D_S$, $\Delta x$ is also a function of $D_S$ and $\sigma_{BI}$. As explained in the appendix, $\Delta x$ is given by

$$\Delta x \approx A_2(\beta - \alpha)e^{(\beta - \alpha)(t + 1/2)},$$

(11)

where the vertically averaged momentum damping $\alpha$ is a linear function of $D_S$, $\beta$ is a function of both $D_S$ and $\sigma_{BI}$, and $(\beta - \alpha)$ is the growth rate of $x$. More details are given in the appendix. Inspection of (11) shows that $\Delta x$ goes to zero for large $D_S$ and to some finite positive value (determined by $\sigma_{BI}$) for very small $D_S$. In other words, large drag suppresses the growth of eddies. In contrast, if the drag becomes smaller, growth related to $\sigma_{BI}$ becomes increasingly important. Since we are only interested in the variations of SVAR across the different experiments, and since (8) only describes the growth of eddies and not their decay, we do not attempt to calculate a mean $\Delta x^2$ over many days as in (1) but instead simply chose a representative $\Delta x^2$ for $t = 4$ days. This is a reasonable choice, given the several-day-long life cycle of baroclinic eddies. Then, SVAR is estimated from

$$\text{SVAR} = m\Delta x_t^2, \quad (12)$$

where $m$ is derived by regression. We note that choosing a different $t$ would have only impacted $m$, but not our estimate of SVAR. The curves in Fig. 4d show the estimated SVAR based on (12). The blue curve is based on the actual Eady growth rate from the experiment data as inputs. The black curve is based on an estimated Eady growth rate using (9) and contains only information about $D_S$. Both curves show good agreement with the actual data.

e. The final model

We now summarize our ideas in terms of a schematic diagram, showing how, to first order, the surface drag influences the frequency of SSWs (Fig. 5). According to (3), both the heat fluxes at 100 hPa ($HF_{100}$) and the strength of the polar vortex ($U_{10}$) influence the frequency of SSWs ($f_{SSW}$): increasing heat fluxes increase the number of SSWs, while increasing vortex strength decreases the number of SSWs. The heat fluxes are positively related to the tropospheric synoptic variability (SVAR) and negatively influenced by the polar vortex strength through wave reflection. On the other hand, the polar vortex is strengthened by the surface wind ($U_S$) and weakened by the heat fluxes. Thus, the heat fluxes are under a negative influence of the
surface wind, and the polar vortex strength is negatively influenced by the synoptic variability. Therefore, the SSW frequency is a function of synoptic variability and surface winds, with positive and negative correlations, respectively. The strength of the synoptic variability and the surface winds are both controlled by the surface drag ($D_S$). There is a direct influence of the drag on the synoptic variability through the damping (8). As indicated by the red arrow from $US$ to SVAR, there is also an indirect effect of $DS$ on SVAR, involving the barotropic governor effect and its influence by $US$. Overall, this provides an explanation for how in our experiments the surface drag influences the frequency of SSWs.

Since (3), (4), and (6) are all linear, we take the linear approach one step further to create a regression model for $f_{SSW}$ based on SVAR and $US$ as inputs:

$$\hat{f}_{SSW} = d SVAR + g U_S + f.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

The outcome is shown in Fig. 6a. The black line in Fig. 6a shows that this leads to an acceptable fit to the actual $f_{SSW}$, with an explained variance of 81%. As expected, $d$ is positive, $g$ is negative, and the constant $f$ is small. We also tested whether $U_S$ in (13) contains useful information about $f_{SSW}$, or whether SVAR alone is sufficient to estimate $f_{SSW}$. The blue curve in Fig. 6a shows $f_{SSW}$ from just using SVAR in (13). The explained variance is only 41%, indicating that even though SVAR has a similar shape as $f_{SSW}$, SVAR alone is not as good in explaining $f_{SSW}$. In other words, the near-surface winds also play a role for $f_{SSW}$ by reducing the SSW frequency for the small drag experiments and by shifting the frequency maximum to the right.

We next substitute SVAR from (12) and $U_S$ from (7) into (13) to arrive at

$$\hat{f}_{SSW} = d m \Delta x\Delta t + ga e^{-bD_S} + f.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The outcome is shown in Fig. 6b. The term $\Delta x$ is a function of $D_S$ and $\sigma_{BI}$. The blue curve uses the actual $\sigma_{BI}$ from the experiments, while the black curve is based only on $D_S$, using estimated $\sigma_{BI}$ according to (9). Both approaches reproduce the variation of the SSW frequency across the experiments. Since $D_S$ is the only independent variable in (14), this accomplishes our original goal to give a dynamically consistent explanation for the influence of the surface drag on SSW frequency.

4. Conclusions and discussion

Based on the idealized model of WR18, we used a parameter sweep to study how the surface drag influences the frequency of SSWs. We found that the SSW frequency is a nonlinear function of the surface drag (Fig. 1a). The main goal of this study was to explain this relationship. As schematically summarized in Fig. 5, this was accomplished by using dynamical arguments that connect variations in the SSW frequency to a chain of relevant quantities and to the surface drag. Results from the sweep were used to quantify how individual elements of the chain are linked with each other. The final outcome was an empirical relationship that explains the nonlinear variations in SSW frequency from variations in the surface drag.

The basic assumption of our study was that the frequency of SSWs is mainly determined by the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex and the wave activity flux entering the stratosphere from below. We found that an increasing vortex strength decreases the frequency, and
that an increasing wave activity increases it. Regarding the vortex strength, one could argue that information about the SSW frequency is contained in the climatological vortex strength because of the impact of SSWs on the vortex. Therefore, the strength may not be an independent predictor for the frequency. To address this possibility, we attempted to withhold information about SSWs from the vortex strength by forming an alternate zonal-mean zonal wind climatology, $U_{10}^{SSW}$, which only includes years without SSWs. As expected, $U_{10}^{SSW}$ is stronger than $U_{10}$ (by 2–10 m s$^{-1}$), but the functional relationship of $U_{10}^{SSW}$ with other quantities is very similar to that of $U_{10}$. More precisely, using $U_{10}^{SSW}$ instead of $U_{10}$ in (3) leads to a very similar regression model, except that the explained variance is somewhat reduced (0.9 vs 0.8). We conclude that the vortex strength contains distinct information about the likelihood of SSWs that goes beyond the direct impact of SSWs.

Regarding the wave activity flux, Martineau et al. (2018) pointed out that it is not necessarily the time-mean flux and the drag exerted by it on the polar vortex that determine the stratospheric variability and hence SSWs. Instead, they found that the distribution of the wave activity flux is important, with a broader distribution leading to more frequent bursts of extreme wave activity and more SSWs. In our study, the mean strength of wave activity is closely related to the width of its distribution and the probability of extreme positive heat flux events. This explains why, in our case, mean wave activity is a good predictor for stratospheric variability.

The synoptic eddy activity was the key dynamical quantity that helped us to relate the surface drag to the frequency of SSWs. This is because the synoptic eddies largely determine the transient waves, which in the real atmosphere contribute about half of the planetary wave activity entering the stratosphere (WR18). Variations in synoptic eddy activity are due to baroclinic instability on one hand and the stabilizing influence of the surface damping on the other hand. Critically, when the drag is small and unable to balance an otherwise growing instability, the barotropic governor effect (James 1987) becomes important in reducing the baroclinic instability. The synoptic eddy activity and its nonlinear dependence on drag, instability, and barotropic governor determine the characteristic relationship between SSW frequency and drag. A second nonlinear influence comes into play from drag-related variations in the surface wind, which, by the thermal wind relationship, influence the strength of the polar vortex.

This study is the first to systematically investigate influences on the climatological frequency of SSWs and in particular the impact of the surface drag on it. A potential caveat of our study is that not only the surface drag but also the equilibrium temperatures and thus the diabatic heating $Q$ vary across the experiments. Therefore, additional influences from $Q$ cannot be entirely ruled out. However, we find that the relative variations in $Q$ are small compared to those in surface drag and other dynamical quantities, suggesting that the overall influence of $Q$ on our results is small.

From the regime behavior of our experiments one may ask in which of the two regimes the actual atmosphere is. The ~60% observed SSW frequency together with Fig. 1a suggest that the more realistic experiments are close to the SSW maximum and these experiments have $D_S$ values of $\sim 1$ day$^{-1}$. Interestingly, a $D_S$ value of one was also chosen by Held and Suarez (1994). Comparing the climate of our experiments against the reanalysis (as in WR18) we find that $D_S$ values of 0.9–1.5 day$^{-1}$ are the optimal choice, suggesting that the real atmosphere belongs to the large drag regime and that the barotropic governor effect is not important.

Returning to our original question from the introduction of why climate models have such a large spread in their SSW frequency, we believe that our study can provide some potential answers. First, our results demonstrate that the SSW frequency depends on various stratospheric and tropospheric aspects of climate. As such, the frequency can be seen as a sensitive and integrative measure of model performance. Second, our study points to the importance of the stratospheric wave driving in generating a realistic SSW frequency. Our experiments had very similar stationary wave characteristics, and differed mostly in terms of the transient planetary waves. But full climate models are unlikely to behave like this, with varying transient and stationary wave components. In other words, climate models have an added degree of freedom in terms of the total planetary wave activity, which helps to explain the wide range of simulated SSW frequencies. Third, our study demonstrates that surface effects influence the stratosphere. As a corollary, the planetary boundary layer is important for the SSW frequency of a climate model. It still remains to be seen to what extent these and other model features are connected to the frequency of SSWs, an issue that we are currently investigating.
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APPENDIX

Solution of the Damped Harmonic Oscillator

To solve the damped harmonic oscillator system (8), we assume an exponential solution in time

\[ x = A e^{\omega t}, \]  

(A1)

with growth rate \( \omega \). Substituting (A1) into (8), we find that

\[ x(t) = A_1 e^{-(\beta + \alpha)t} + A_2 e^{(\beta - \alpha)t}, \]  

(A2)

where

\[ \alpha = \frac{f_d D_S}{2}, \]  

(A3)

\[ \beta = \sqrt{\frac{1}{4} (f_d D_S)^2 + \sigma^2_{B1}}. \]  

(A4)

At \( t = 0 \), we start from the arbitrary initial condition \( x(0) = 1 \) and a state of rest \( \dot{x}(0) = 0 \). Solving for \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \), we obtain

\[ A_1 = \frac{\beta - \alpha}{2\beta} \quad \text{and} \quad A_2 = \frac{\beta + \alpha}{2\beta}. \]  

(A5)

Since \( \sigma^2_{B1} \) is positive, \( \beta \) is real and larger than \( \alpha \), indicating that the system (A2) is growing. To diagnose SVAR, we substitute (A2)–(A5) into (10) and get

\[ \Delta x = x_{t+1} - x_t = \Delta x_1 + \Delta x_2, \]  

(A6)

where

\[ \Delta x_1 = A_1 \left[ e^{-(\beta + \alpha)(t+1)} - e^{-(\beta + \alpha)t} \right] \quad \text{and} \]

\[ \Delta x_2 = A_2 \left[ e^{(\beta - \alpha)(t+1)} - e^{(\beta - \alpha)t} \right]. \]  

(A7)

The terms \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are both real and positive, and \( \beta \) is larger than \( \alpha \). Thus, \( \Delta x_1 \) is exponentially decaying and \( \Delta x_2 \) is exponentially growing. It can be shown that when \( t \approx 2 \) days, \( \Delta x_1 \) is very small and can be neglected. Therefore, when \( t \geq 2 \) days, we can simplify \( \Delta x \approx \Delta x_2 \). We use the derivative at the midpoint between \( t \) and \( t + 1 \) to approximate \( \Delta x \) as

\[ \Delta x \approx A_2 (\beta - \alpha) e^{(\beta - \alpha)[t + (1/2)]}. \]  

(A8)
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